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The report is dedicated to the improving methods of calculating 

the radiation exposure of the International Space Station crew

About a half of radiation dose, registered onboard the 

International Space Station (ISS), is accumulated during 

station passages through the South-Atlantic Anomaly 

(SAA) area, characterized by anisotropic radiation field.

As a result of complicated ISS configuration, the shielding 

inside the station is also non-isotropic. 

It can lead to a depending of radiation level in ISS 

compartments on the attitude of the station.

Dose rate calculation technique

Conclusion

The geometrical phantom 

model [3] was used for 

calculating the shielding of a 

point inside cosmonaut’s body.

For dose calculations, two 

points were selected 

corresponding to the locations 

of the critical organs: lens and 

hemopoietic system (HS) at the 

pelvis region. 

Lens

HS

Phantom 

without 

spacesuit 

Phantom with         

a spacesuit

Cosmonaut’s attitude types

(look directions):
+X – in the direction of SM X-axis

+Z – in the direction of SM Z-axis

- X – against the direction of SM X-axis

- Z – against the direction of SM Z-axis

1 – SM small compartment

faces forward

2 – SM large compartment 

faces forward

ISS attitude types:

ISS trajectory types:
A – ascending (ISS moves from the 

south Earth hemisphere to the north one)

D – descending (ISS moves from the 

north Earth hemisphere to the south one) 

Calculations of doses absorbed in cosmonaut’s 

critical organs during one SAA passage

References

SM – ISS “Zvezda” module

Dose, μGy

160

209

68

372

Lens irradiation dose (μGy) depending on the orientation of cosmonaut at the 

extravehicular activity (for ISS attitude and trajectory types marked at the above table)

When locating outside the ISS at the right board of 

«Zvezda» module, the estimated lens irradiation 

dose for cosmonaut faced to the west is about 5 times 

more than for cosmonaut faced to the station!
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1. The technique has been developed extending the possibilities of calculating absorbed doses

onboard a spacecraft for the case of anisotropic radiation field. It can be useful for estimations of

ISS cosmonauts irradiation expected for different variants of works planned in the South-Atlantic

Anomaly (SAA).

2. It has been shown that doses absorbed in the critical organs of cosmonaut’s body depends well on

the attitude of the spacecraft and a cosmonaut during passing through the SAA. It can be used for

decreasing the levels of radiation effect on organism by appropriate planning of works at low-

shielded spacecraft zones (especially, at extravehicular activity). To decrease absorbed doses the

cosmonaut’s shielding should be greater from the west direction.

3. Similar recommendation can be given for cases of cosmonaut’s location in such low-shielded ISS

zones as the cabins of “Zvezda” module. In these cases the dose, got during passing through the

SAA, can vary by factor of 3 or more for the lens and by factor of 1,5 or more for the typical

hemopoietic system point when changing cosmonaut’s spatial orientation.
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Angular distribution of proton flux 

(E = 100 MeV) at the observation point
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Dose rate registered by the detectors during 

two periods of ISS passage through the SAA 

Locations of DB-8 №2 and DB-8 №3 

detectors of the Radiation Monitoring 

System inside ISS «Zvezda» module

the maximal dose rate values registered by DB-8 №2 and DB-8 №3 detectors in the second case of 

SAA area crossing (18.04.2008) changed more than by a factor of 2 as compared to the first case 

(14.03.2008). And the ratio of these values changed more than by a factor of 4.

Approximate ISS trajectory 

during the above periods 

(14.03.2008 and 18.04.2008)  

V2

V1

V1 and V2 – ISS  velocity vectors at the different periods of ISS passage through the SAA   

(respectively, 14.03.2008 and 18.04.2008) 

Calculations of proton flux distributions at the observation point located near 

the center of the SAA area (longitude: -50○; latitude: -30○; altitude: 350 km)
Proton energy spectra calculated for 

two directions of protons coming 

to the observation point 

To estimate similar effects on 

cosmonauts’ irradiation doses 

the technique has been 

developed for calculating the 

absorbed dose rate at the point 

onboard the ISS in the SAA!  

The ISS trajectories of crossing the SAA area during the considered 

periods (14.03.2008 and 18.04.2008) were close to each other. However, 

there was a great difference between the ISS attitudes relative to the ISS 

velocity vector (as shown at the above scheme)!

It had an influence on the dose rate registrations:
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Views of proton flux angular distribution (E = 50 MeV) in the meridian section (left picture) 

and in the section normal to the geomagnetic field vector (right picture) 

Calculations of shielding distributions at the points of locating 

the DB-8 detectors inside ISS «Zvezda» module 
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The reason is the change of ISS attitude relative to the anisotropic radiation field in the SAA!   

Theoretical premises of proton 

flux east-west asymmetry

r – observation point coordinates 

Cr – proton guiding center coordinates 
лR – radius of proton gyration

It can be expressed via L-B coordinates:

This value is calculated using the 

expression given by model [2]:

For 50 MeV energy, the 

flux of protons coming 

from the west is about   

2 times higher than from 

the east (according to 

the calculation made).

Anisotropy effects account

Calculation technique 

Flux values are proportional to arrows length at 

both pictures according to the scale presented (!)
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